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5 free alternatives to Microsoft Word [3]

LibreOffice Writer, like OpenOffice, is a completely free and open-source product that offers
word processing, support for .doc and .docx file formats, and all the tools the average
Microsoft Word user will need in a word processor.
LibreOffice Writer and OpenOffice Writer are similar in a lot of ways: Interface style, file
format support, lack of cloud integration and real-time collaboration, and general word
processing features. Both are solid choices for those looking for a free alternative to Microsoft
Word, and selecting one over the other largely comes down to preference.
One aspect of LibreOffice stands out, and it isn't what's in the app?it's the community-driven
nature of the platform. Collaborating with users and developers to improve the product is front
and center on LibreOffice's website, and that focus has grown LibreOffice into a thriving
community of users and coders that keep making it better.

LibreOffice Asia Conference 2019, Tokyo: Call for Proposal is open [4]

LibreOffice Asia Committee calls for proposals of talks for LibreOffice Asia Conference
2019, Tokyo held at the Nihonbashi Tokyo Tower (Cyboze, Inc. Tokyo office) on May 25th

(Sat) and 26th (Sun).
LibreOffice Asia Conference is the event to gather LibreOffice users and contributors (such as
development, translation, PR/marketing, quality assurance, or else) in the Asian region to
exchange each knowledge. In there, we will discuss LibreOffice business such as support and
training, the current status of migrations for LibreOffice and its standard format ODF, how to
use, development, and any other community activities around Asia in it. This year?s Tokyo
conference is the first Asia Conference.
We will also invite various guests includes some of the board of directors of The Document
Foundation which is the charitable Foundation to be a home of LibreOffice
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